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DRAWER SLIDES 
 

10032 Precision Slides 
 
Use for box drawer or pedestal file drawers up to 20” wide.  Manufactured 
by an ISO 9001 registered plant of heat hardened steel for rigidity.  Hold in 
feature prevents bounce back.  Positive out stop.  Positive drawer release 
clips, with non-handed quick disconnect.  32mm hole patterns – install with 
Euro screws or #8 truss head screws, 5/8” over travel.  
 
Mounting:   Side – suitable for frame and frameless   
                                                    cabinetry construction. 
Space requirements: 1-3/4” height, 1” +1/16 – 0 width 
Load Rating:    100 lbs. at 18” 
Finish:   Zinc Plated (ZP)   

 
Stock No.         Inches        
10032B6ZP   6 
10032B8ZP   8  
10032B10ZP 10 
10032B12ZP 12  
10032B14ZP 14  
10032B16ZP 16  
10032B16BL 16  
10032B18ZP 18  
10032B20ZP 20  
10032B22ZP 22  
10032B24ZP 24  
10032B28ZP 28  

 
 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3544- 3/4 extension, 60-Pound Keyboard Slide 

 
Applications: Medium-duty 3/4 extension keyboard slide with   
                      adjustable mounting brackets for drop-mounted   
                      keyboard applications. 
 
Mounting:      Cabinet members mount to underside of desk or 
                      table top  using adjustable brackets.  Drawer      
                      members are side  mounted.  
 
Height:          Overall drop height is adjustable from 3-1/2” to 3-3/4”.   
                      Cabinet members  must  be mounted parallel  to each  
                      other and perpendicular  to case front. 
 
Clearance:    Width of slide with brackets in outboard position is   
                     1-5/8” per side.  Width of side with brackets in  
                     inboard position is 5/8” per side.  
 
Features:      Mounting brackets can be reversed for inboard or   
                     outboard mounting.   For ease of installation, track  
                     member  quickly disconnects using positive lever release. Keyboard  
                     is held securely open position by a friction  latch  that  allows easy  
                     closure.   Anti-rebounding “stay-closed” design holds keyboard in   
                     closed position yet allows easy opening.   
 

Stock  Length in  
Number  Inches   
 
3544P14  14  
3544P16  16  
3544P18  18  
3544P20(d)             20
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3554 - Light Duty Pencil Drawer Slide 3/4 extension, 60 lbs 

Applications: Light-duty 3/4 extension pencil slide with   

                        adjustable in- or outboard brackets.  
 
Mounting:        Cabinet members mount to underside of desk or 
                        table top  using adjustable brackets.  Drawer      
                        members are side  mounted. 

Height:            Overall drop height is adjustable from 74.5 to 85.7 to  
                        95.9 mm. Cabinet members  must  be mounted  
                        parallel  to each other and perpendicular  to case front. 

Features:        Positive detent-out & detent-in. Comes in lengths of 12”-18”, 
                       electro-zinc-plated 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4932 – Full extension, 120 lb. rated with over travel when side mounted, 40 lbs when under mounted 
Applications:  An exceptional slide – suitable for the finest desk and credenza box and file drawers, lateral files to 30” wide and 
display fixtures. 
Mounting: Case + drawer = side, height = 2”, side space = 1/2”, + 1/32, -0 
Features: In detent, telescoping action, cushioned in & out stops, 32mm Euro screw holes, Steel bearings, drawer 

member trigger disconnect, non-handed. 
10 pairs per box 
 

  Bulk Stock No.  Length  Slide Travel  
  4932B16     16”      17-1/2” 
  4932B22     22”      23-1/2” 

      4932P24     24”      25-1/2” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stock No.           Length in Inches  
 
3554P14     14 
3554P16     16 
3554P18     18 
3554P20     20 

3554P22     22 
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15032 – 1-1/2” Over travel Drawer Slide, 150# progressive action 
slides for pedestal and lateral file drawers.  Suitable for drawers to 36” 
wide until overtravel engages – at which time width rating drops to 
30”. 

Mounting:    Side, for frame and frameless construction. 

Height:         3-1/2”   

Clearance:     1/2” + 1/32” minus 0” each side 

Features:      32mm hole pattern for system mounting.  Factory-attached drawer release clips 
with non-handed quick disconnect  drawer members. Hold-in feature to prevent 
bounce back. Positive in/out stops, metal ball retainer holds 3 bearings per 
inch of race for smooth and quiet motion.  

    
Stock Number  Length in Inches 
15032B12            12 
15032B14            14   

 15032B16                                     16  
 15032B18   18                      
 15032B20                  20 
  15032B22                       22 
  15032B24                     24 

                             15032P28             28  

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

8900 – Extra Heavy Duty Full Extension Precision Ball Bearing   Slide with loading capacity up to 400#  
modest use. Suitable for drawers to 48” wide         
             
Features:   Smooth running and lateral stability with a side mount or  
     under mount. 3/4”, (19 mm) installation width.  It is non-handed and features  
                  a clear chromate finish and steel ball  bearings.   
    Members are complete non-detachable unit. 
 * Load rating based on 18”, 457 mm slide length  
**Under mount 180 lbs. max per pair, but approx. 45%  
   of rated side mount rating 
 
  Length in Slide Travel 
Stock No. Inches  in Inches 
8900P18   18     18 
8900P22   22     22 
8900P28   28     28 

8900P36   36     36 
8900P60   60     60 

 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

FLIPFRONT16  -  Precision Slide with Flip-Front                            

 
Color:     Black 
Size:      16” long 
Wt. Capacity:  66 lbs./ 30 kg 
Material:  steel, epoxy coated           
Features:  3/4” extension, self-closing, bottom mounted, easy hook-in key hole  
                 attachment, adjustment slots for horizontal/vertical adjustment of front plate 
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TWOWAY22 -  Two-Way Drawer slide System 

 
Weight Capacity:  75 lbs. 
Material:  Zinc-plated cold rolled steel 
Features: 

 Bottom tabs for easy installation 

 Two-way movement from both directions 

 Firm click stop in center position 

 Excellent smooth running 

 Precision engineered ball bearing slide  
             system 
 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

524P18 - 3/4 extension, 50 lb. rated, side mount 

 
Applications:  A fine quality slide suitable for computer keyboards  
                       or any other application in which an out detent is  
                       desired.   
Mounting:  Case - side, drawer - side or bottom, height - 1-1/2” 
Features:  Minimum deflection, out detent, cannot disconnect in  
                 open position, polymer bearings 

 
 
 
 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
European Style Slides 3/4 Extension, 75# rated 
 
 Side mounted drawer member wraps fully under the drawer bottom with screw holes at 

the bottom and side 

 Features 3-3/8" self-closing action 

 Drawer member holes line up for 32 mm drilling 

 Extension loss 3-1/2" on slide lengths to 14", 4” on slides 16” & over  

 Minimum cabinet depth = cabinet member length + 3mm 
 

       
    

          

  
      
       
      
    
      

 
 
 
 

White/3/4 Ext. 
Stock No. Length 
EURO14WHB      14” 
EURO16WHB      16” 
EURO18WHB      18” 
EURO20WHB      20” 
EURO22WHB      22” 

EURO24WHB      24” 
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White/Full Ext. 
Stock No. Length 
EURO8FXWH      8” 
EURO10FXWH     10 
EURO12FXWH     12 
EURO14FXWH     14 
EURO16FXWH     16 
EURO18FXWH     18 
EURO22FXWH     22 
EURO24FXWH     24 

 

 

European Style Slides, Full Extension, 150# Rated 
Features:   

 Excellent lateral stability thru a special formed double captive profile 

 High running qualities thru precision nylon rollers and smooth epoxy coating 

 Backstop on the intermediate profile to prevent running back when drawer is 
being installed 

 Cabinet profile suitable for frame and frameless mounting 

 Patented intermediate profile with reinforced front section and holdout catch for 
ease of drawer insertion 

 Patented backstop on the cabinet profile for soft closing 

 Patented non-removable overrun clip to prevent drawer from falling out when 
slammed open 

 Side mounting holes on drawer profiles 
 

        
 
 

Illustration of function of impact absorbing stops and non-removable overrun safety clip. 
Moving down one 32mm hole spacing enables instant conversion to a regular-extension. 

 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

SELF CLOSING SLIDE WITH “BUTTERFLY” RELEASE      (Stock No: 10032B__SC) 
 
Precision ball bearing slide 
 
Lengths = 14”- 22”    
Finish – electro-zinc plated  
Packed in pairs 
 
 
    

 
 

Slide 

Length 

Slide  

Travel 

13-25/32 14 

15-3/4 16 

17-23/32 18 

19-11/16 20 

21-21/32 22 
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6555 CONCEALED DRAWER SLIDE – Soft Self-close  
Full-extension runner fixed to the drawer frontal by clip.   
Smove: fully integrated in the runner, decelerates the closing action of the 
drawer. 
 
Product features 
- Dynamic load capacity N 294 (Kg 30 or 66 lbs.) 
- With Smove decelerated closing. 
- Safety system that prevents the drawers from turning over during transport. 
- Drawer height adjustment (+2,5 mm). 
- Pull drawer straight out. 
- Compatible with ART. 6155. 
- Finish: bright zinc-plated. 
 

  STOCK NUMBER  LENGTH 
  SS6555B16       16” 

  SS6555B18       18” 
  SS6555B20       20” 

  SS6555B22       22” 
Order shown clips separately   

                             SSA710610 
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6557 CONCEALED DRAWER SLIDE-Touch Opening 
Full-extension runner fixed to the drawer front by clip. 
Push: fully integrated in the runner-touch to open and decelerate 
the closing action of the drawer. 
 
Product features 
- Dynamic load capacity N 294 (Kg 30 or 66 lbs.) 
- With Smove decelerated closing. 
- Safety system prevents the drawers from turning over  
- Drawer height adjustment (+2,5 mm). 
- Pull drawer straight out for removal 

- Finish: bright zinc-plated. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
1) Fitting the drawer 

Place the drawer, with the clips pre-mounted on the frontal, onto 
the runners and fully close it. 
2) Removal of the drawer 

Press the 2 levers “1” and simultaneously withdraw the drawer from 
the cabinet. 
3) Adjustment of the drawer 

By using the levers “2” it is possible to adjust the drawer vertically 

(+ 2,5 mm). 
 

SP =  thickness of drawer 
LN =  nominal slide length 
PM= depth of cabinet 
X   = internal width of    
         cabinet 
    STOCK NUMBER  LENGTH 
    SS6557B16       16” 

  SS6557B18       18” 

    SS6557B20       20” 
                                                          SS6557B22                                          22” 
   Order shown clips separately 
    SSA710610 
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250P18ZP  -  250 LBS. Load Capacity Heavy Duty Full   

                      Extension Ball Bearing Drawer Slide 
         5/8” side clearance 

 Precision ball bearing runners for heavy duty case  

 Extra 1” (25mm) overtravel 

 Hole location for 32 system 

 Non-handed, zinc plated 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

KD51-  Under Desk Keyboard Drawer 

Ergonomic Features: 

 Pre-mounted with smooth ball bearing slides with spring locks and nylon 
mounting brackets 

 Accommodates PC/AT (101) keyboards 

 Keyboard tray dimensions: 20-1/4” x 9-1/2” x  3-1/2” or 4-1/4” mounting height 

 Beige tray / zinc slides 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
110P18 – EZ-Glide One-Piece Keyboard/Mouse Tray 

Ergonomic Features: 

  Optimal knob mechanism for height and tilt adjustment  

  9-3/4" of extended height adjustment extending up to 1" above the 
 work surface  

  15 degree +/- tilt with 360 degree swivel  

  18" EZ-Glide track  

  Slim-profile keyboard/mouse platform with 25" gel palm rest  

  One-piece keyboard platform with dual mousing areas. Allows left or right mousing and can be easily 
 switched at any time.  

  Mouse surface ensures smooth mouse operation  

 Phenolic construction  
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 
 
KEYBOARDHINGE  -  Suitable for mounting hinged fascias or for connecting two door 

sections on folding/sliding door.  The integrated spring system keeps the door closed in 
a 90º position and also keeps the fascia aligned with the door.  The flat side arm takes 
up little space when the door is pushed into position between side panel and auxiliary 
panel. 
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FLIPPER DOOR SLIDES – 30 lb. Class, 3/4 Retraction 
 
Medium-duty,  precision slides with a selection of hinges options for pivot  
door applications.  
Maximum horizontal door size: 24” high, 48” wide 
Maximum vertical door size:     42” high, 24” wide 
Mounting:      Channels may be mounted to the side of the case for pocket  doors,  
                      or to the underside of top for receding doors. 
Features:      Oversized “L”-shaped” follower-strip mounting plate.  Attached hinge  
                      base and self-closing 3-way adjustable, clip-on type door hinge for  

                      ease of assembly.  Cushioned stops and door hold-out  feature.   
                      Adjustable channel slots for installation ease.  Corner rollers for  
                      door guidance.  Metal ball retainer holds 3 bearings per inch of  
                      race for smooth and quiet motion. 
Application:  Suitable for many door thickness & overlays.  Check with  
            salesperson for specifics. Order hinges separately. 
     
         In all cases, this allows a 1/8" gap between carcass  and door. 
         Door travel is 3" less than the length of the slide.     
          
Stock  Length in Stock  Length in                                                             
Number  Inches  Number  Inches 
KV8081P12 12  KV8081P20 20 
KV8081P14 14  KV8081P22 22 
KV8081P16 16  KV8081P24 24 
KV8081P18 18   
   

   
 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
KV8091  -  4X4 Pocket Door Slide 

Ideal for use in large entertainment and home theater cabinets.  It is 
specially designed to hold over-size doors up to 75 pounds and 72 inches in 
height.  The 4x4 Pocket Door Slide’s dual rack and pinion system virtually 
eliminates door sag, speeding installation, minimizing adjustment and 
eliminating callbacks.  Meets and exceeds ANSI performance standards as 
established by BIFMA, BHMA and KCMA. 
Features:   

 75-pound class rated for heavy duty applications 

 Maximum door dimensions 72”h x  26”w 

 Innovative index pin allows door slide to nest within door rack for 
easy alignment and installation. 

 Precision steel ball bearings  provide smooth and quiet operation. 
Application:  Suitable for many door thickness & overlays.  Check with  
salesperson for specifics. 
 All of the above allow a 1/8” gap between carcass and door. 
 
 
 
Stock Length in  Stock          Length in 
Number Inches    Number  Inches   
KV8091PEB18 18  KV8091PEB26 26  All slides require a steel rod following 
KV8091PEB20 20  KV8091PEB28 28      strip, stocked in 72” lengths  
KV8091PEB22 22  KV8091PEB30 30             KV8090BEB72          
KV8091PEB24 24 
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DRAWER SLIDE ACCESSORIES 
 

 
For pendaflex filing systems, PENDARAIL is designed to press over the top of 1/2”  side rail material, saving 

finishing time /costs (use instead of edge banding).  The top portion is especially sized so pendaflex folders slide 
along the rail.  Aluminum for strength and easy cutting.  Especially treated so it won’t rub off black on your 
customer’s hand.  Shipping tube holds 60 pcs., also sold individually. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
FLATBAR1/8X1 

Measures 1/8” x 1” x 96” and is designed to fit into a rabbet or kerf, depending on the mounting 
method.  Especially treated so as not to rub off black onto your customers hands with use.  Shipping 
tube holds 50 pcs., also sold individually. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
FLATBAR1/8X1/2 

Measures 1/8”x1/2”x72” used in conjunction with clips shown below.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                                                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
KV476F Letter sized follower is 10-3/4” wide, and when mounted, has an overall height of 7-5/8”.  

While shown mounted on track, track is not included – order separately.  Color is bright 
anochrome.  Follower and track may be surface mounted, or the track may be mortised into a 2 -
1/4” x ¼” slot. 
 
KV476T Track used with follower. While shown with follower, it is not included. Order separately.  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
DRAWERADJ20 is inserted into a pre-drilled 20mm diameter hole in the drawer front. Insert an 

M4 (usually use 1”) truss head screw (see screw section for lengths available) through front of 
drawer into the connector. Length of screw should be drawer box thickness plus 1/4". Allows 
2mm horizontal and 2mm vertical adjustment.   
 
Also available:  DRAWERADJ25 (Uses M4 x 1” machine screws.) . Allows 1/4” vertical and 1/4” 

horizontal adjustments. 
 
 
 

Hanging file bracket,  screws  
to:  
1/2” side material = KHFB1/2 
5/8” side material = KHFB5/8 
 

 

Hanging file rail 
connector – 
installs between 
two flat bars 

KHFB1/8 

Hanging file 
top mount 
bracket - 
mounts on 
1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”  
side material 
KHFBTM 

Hanging file rail 
connector 
double-sided 
hook. 

KHFB1/8DS 
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KV704ANO is an anochrome label holder, measures 3-1/2" x 1-3/4" for a card measuring  

                    2-15/16"x 1-1/2". 
KV704SB polished solid brass is screw mounted (2-1/2" on center), height is 1-31/32. Uses 2- 5 x 5/8 screws   

                 per holder. 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
LABEL3/4BP  -  for 3/4” x 2-1/2” label, measures 20mm x 2-7/8. Applied with Brads (not 

included) or glue, or 2-sided tape. 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
PENCILTRAY has 11 compartments, and is dark grey in color, measures 277mm (10 7/8" 

appx. ) x 332 (13-1/16" appx.)  
 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 

 
HEAVY DUTY TABLE SLIDES 

 
Material:  Heavy gauge interlocked rolled steel sections telescope for strength, durability and smooth function with 
minimized center “sag”. Designed and engineered to compensate for table sag. When closed, table slide should extend 
between 66% & 75% the length of the table.  2-7/16” beam height provides additional strength. 
Accurate riveted construction insures precision fit 
Finish:  Brown acrylic paint; all riveted construction; anti-rust treated & built-in embossed leaf levelers. 
 Stock Number Closed Length Expansion No. of Leaves 

S404342                    30”           38”             3 x 12 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LEAFALIGN  

Table pins (male) and sockets (female) ensure positive alignment of table leaves and avoid distortion due 
to expansion and contraction. 
 

                                   Brass plated, 5/16” diameter 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Use the WINDOWLOCK to insure tightly joined table leaves. Closing action pulls straight -so leaves do 

not get misaligned. Picture shows locked position -when unlocked, the handle is at  6:00 (it turns only 

counter-clockwise from as shown, and turns only 90º 

 


